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Connect with Christians in the Middle East, North Africa,
Europe, America and Canada through the ministry of THE
WAY TV
It is exciting and a privilege to be part of the world wide body of Christ. Your church life can be
enriched and encouraged by learning from Christians in other parts of the globe. They need
your support, your prayers and your encouragement.

“There should be no division in the body, but its parts should have equal concern for
each other. If one part suffers, every part suffers with it; if one part is honoured, every
part rejoices with it. Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it.
“ 1 Cor 12:25-27.
“I live my Christianity in secret. I have no Christian friends or Christian counsellors, no church to
go to. I watch The Way TV in order to keep growing.” A viewer in North Africa
The way TV provides you with an opportunity to connect meaningfully and personally with
Christians in a part of the world where standing for Christ brings significant challenges.

You can directly impact their lives through the ministry of The way TV, providing
encouragement and fellowship for isolated believers, Biblical teaching and training for Christian
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leaders and so much more.
The way TV
isn’t a luxury; for many Christians across the Middle East , North Africa, Europe, America and
Canada it is a necessity, a lifeline.
Contact us now to see how we can help your church connect with Christians across the Middle
East and North Africa so you can pray more personally and more meaningfully.
We can provide you with:
An option to connect with and support a Middle Eastern The Way TV worker or project.
Receive regular updates and possibly visit the worker or project in the region.
A Church Resource Pack which will include noticeboard material, posters, a selection of The
Way TV
literature, resources and DVDs.
Regular publications from The Way TV including Flyer and News & Prayer.
Specific resources for your church as they are produced.
The annual Day of Prayer pack on request.
The possibility of visiting the Way TV PARS studio IN America
An invitation to The Way TV Network Conference in America.
An annual report on how your gifts have been spent.

Church Ambassadors
The best way to keep your church connected is by choosing someone in your fellowship to be a
The Way TV
Church Ambassador. They will get all the up-to-date information and news as it happens to
enable you to pray and support this vital ministry more effectively. Contact us to find out how
you can have a
Church Ambassador in your church.
Book a speaker
Be inspired, be informed by what God is doing through The Way TV in the Middle East , North
Africa ,Europe, America and Canada .
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You will be encouraged and amazed to hear stories of lives changed and Christians
strengthened. God is still building His Church across this region. Don’t miss out on the
opportunity to find out more. Book a speaker today!
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